Attendees:
- Nicola Guarino (chair)
- John Bateman
- Stefano Borgo
- Michael Gruninger
- Giancarlo Guizzardi
- Leo Obrst
- Peter Yim

The EC looked at the treasurer suggestions about the financial agreements for FOIS 2012. The last details on these aspects will be clarified by the IAOA treasurer, the local organizer and the FOIS general chair in a separate meeting.

The EC acknowledges and is happy with the keynote speakers chosen for FOIS 2012: Steve Ray, Laure Vieu and Ed Zalta. The EC congratulates with Frank Loebe who has accepted to be the Publicity Chair for FOIS 2012.

The new website of the IAOA is being populated by importing previous information (e.g. past supported events) and adding new material.

The EC recognizes the needs to reach other groups/communities active in the organization of ontology events and schools as stated in the Statute of the IAOA. One goal is to increase IAOA visibility in established ontology events and to increase the number of members from the Semantic Web community.

The EC went through the status of previous decisions.

(End of Report)